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1. According to Marxist theory, the source of crime can be traced to the introduction 
ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...............of property in the evolution of state.

     	      state ownership

     	      communal ownership

     	      public ownership

     	--->> private ownership

2. Therefore, it is the class that controls the mode ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............that will 
determinenot only the economy and polity but also the law that regulates the conduct of 
the people in a given society.

     	      creation

     	--->> production

     	      manufacturing

     	      invention

3. The state isÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...............where people belong to one class or another based on 
their position in the equilibrium of power, wealth and prestige.

     	      broken

     	      arranged

     	--->> stratified

     	      divided

4. The primitive societies discouraged the habits of selfishness while the relationship 
among the people were guided byÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...........in where selflessness was the order of 
the day

     	      humane ethos

     	--->> altrustic ethos

     	      noble ethos
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     	      philantropic ethos

5. There should be socio-economic justice among the people such that no one will feel 
a sense ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...............

     	      deficiency

     	      denial

     	      scarcity

     	--->> deprivation

6. The inability of a state to make bargaining may fail due to the states' inability to 
createÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............commitments.

     	      factual

     	--->> credible

     	      positive

     	      reliable

7. Bonger drew a nexus between crime andÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..............and social conditions

     	      monetary

     	      commercial

     	      financial

     	--->> economic

8. It is the socio-economic deprivation suffered by the majority and the attempt by them 
to address theÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............that explain the acts that the state regards as criminal.

     	--->> structural inequality

     	      structural equity

     	      moderated inequality

     	      patterned equity

9. TheÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............would engage in crime out of frustration and perceived injustice.

     	      rich
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     	--->> poor

     	      underdog

     	      underpriviledge

10. Violence, according to the rationalist theorists, operates largely on the corridor 
ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.................... .

     	--->> reciprocity

     	      mutuality

     	      exchange

     	      interchange
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